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PEGI / ERSB:
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Welcome to Failspace
Failspace is a collaborative, crisis-solving, multiplayer VR game, set on a gleaming space truck that can burn
through all the rings of Saturn at lightspeed.
The main gameplay consists of short 5 - 10 minute missions where various, potentially dangerous events require
the onboard crew to interact with the ship and each other in order to keep the space truck running and any cargo
in good condition, while warping through ion storms, solar flares, and other dangerous places.
These threatening events can cause electric systems to malfunction, fires to randomly start here and there, and
other problems to occur, requiring immediate actions from the crew. Everyone on board must work together on
hastily finding and fixing things in order to make it through some fast-paced, high-intensity situations that will test
your nerves, teamwork skills, and possibly friendships in the deepest depths of outer space.
At any moment, the ship systems could fail so get ready to get hands-on!

Failspace Trailer

Report to the bridge immediately!
The player assuming the Captain’s role has to inform their crew about how to fix problems before they reach critical states.
The other players need to locate the areas where the problems are, then perform the correct procedures to prevent the
systems from shutting down completely.
The troubleshooting manual of your ship is located with the Captain on the bridge. The crew need to clearly communicate
what the problems are to the Captain, who then can use the manual to tell the crew the right procedures for fixing the
issues. For example, a crew member checking the stopped cooling system might see the display show an error code “234”.
Using this information, the Captain can relay back the correct sequence for restarting the coolant rotary and refill the pipes
so the system can get back to optimal condition. If the system is not fixed quickly enough, it will break, which requires yet
more collaboration from the crew to fix the issue; not to mention the impact the broken system will have on other systems
and the cargo.
Each problem has its own way to be repaired after a shutdown. Easy tasks may include switching the electric fuses,
adjusting a certain lever, or fixing a hole in a hull with any suitable substance, whilst harder tasks might be manually
restarting the fuel pump by pulling the starter-motor lever.
Is it getting hotter in here…?

Meanwhile down in the hold
The game takes place in the Small Dog galaxy, made up of just a couple of dozen stars. Each solar system is
owned by one of the four different political factions of the galaxy. They also produce different kinds of goods and
have different needs for supply and goods.
As space truckers, the players haul cargo using common trade routes between the solar systems. The
probabilities of different hazards happening during the flight depend on the “space weather” between the systems,
so the crew must prepare themselves for the potential of everything going wrong during the journey across deep
space.
Your cargo requires constant hands-on maintenance and care that only the best space truckers can hope to
achieve, be it expensive and fragile art for a despotic emperor of the Small Dog galaxy that can only be
transported without any quick accelerating or decelerating, donuts for a police force, or a miniature black hole for a
gravity wave power plant. Maybe the containers filled with rare animals suddenly find the constant flow of oxygen
required is rapidly depleting?
and who knows what what are in those mysteriously unlabeled neon green barrels of ooze…?

The Multiplayer VR Revolution is coming!
Hipfire’s focus for 2019 is to bring VR and mobile audiences together with Failspace.
ALPHA + BETA + LAUNCH
The next important stage in our development will focus on making sure the VR aspect of the game provides the highest quality
multiplayer experience on the market. The fun and frantic feeling of operating and fixing a spaceship in Failspace has been crafted
specifically for VR players, and we now look forward to welcoming people into the alpha.
MOBILE INTEGRATION
The BIG plan for the future is to enable players with different types of devices to join game sessions of players using high-end VR
devices. The current problem is that even if YOU have a VR headset, the chances are that your friends probably don’t and you can’t
play together. We are building the technology that, for the first time EVER, will enable online cross-platform between VR and mobile,
allowing people with mobile phones to play with their friends online from anywhere in the world, and turning VR from a solitary activity
into a social one.
Our promise to our community is to not compromise on the quality of the VR experience we are aiming to deliver by rushing any mobile
aspect of the game. When the game launches, and we have happy live players, we will then focus on integrating our technology to
create meaningful, high quality, VR game parties, where everyone can play together, even when there are only limited amount of VR
devices available.
The Future of connected gaming in VR is coming - watch this space!

Meet the Team: About Hipfire Games
Founded in 2017 by ex-Supercell and Rovio developers, the Hipfire team have between them shipped dozens of games on Playstation,
PC, and of course mobile, with titles including Hay Day and Angry Birds: Star Wars.
The team came together through a shared passion for the creative and innovative opportunities that VR brings to gaming, and a vision
to design multiplayer games in VR that would truly connect players.
Hipfire is not the only studio facing one of the biggest problems that is holding back the multiplayer VR gaming industry: There just are
not enough players. The cost of adopting the platform is high; even if you own a VR setup, your friends who you want to play VR
games with might not. So the team's approach is to bring together VR and other mainstream and easy accessible platforms such as
mobile devices by building the online cross-platform technology for their games. The company was among the selected few in the
Techstars London 2018 accelerator program.
Hipfire aims to deliver the most exciting and engaging co-op VR-led experiences to the gaming community.
Team members:
Antti Sartanen - CEO, Co-founder
Kim Haataja - Creative Director, Co-founder
Lari Unkari - CTO, Co-founder
Toober Nguyen - Marketing Director
Jaakko Kemppainen - Game Designer
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